60% off online course on building an instantly
updating website with jQuery and AJAX
August 28, 2013
GLOUCESTERSHIRE, UK (RPRN) 08/28/13
— Experienced online educator Dr Richard
Stibbard of webinaction.co.uk is making
available 200 places on his e-course for
budding web developers at 60% off the
normal price of US$89 - that's just $36 for
over 130 lectures and 10 hours of video
content!
The course focusses on an important
aspect of modern web development - the
trend towards websites which work like
desktop applications, reacting instantly to the user's choices without the need to wait for the page to
reload.
You will be taken through the entire process of designing and developing such a website, from
HTML5 page structure, through CSS styling, connecting to a databse with PHP, using MySQL queries
to manipulate the data in the database, updating the HTML on the fly with jQuery, and finally
performing the database updates in the background with AJAX.
The course is highly accessible for anyone seeking to break into web development, teaching in easy,
logical steps as the site is gradually built up. However, it is also carefully designed to be suitable for
more advanced learners as subjects you are already familiar with can be skipped, allowing you to
concentrate on those just aspects you need to know about.
To access the course at this price, go to https://www.udemy.com/build-an-instant-update-databaseinterface-with-jquery-ajax/?couponCode=RUSHPR36
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